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WOWZA ENABLES LEADING STREAMING CDN TO DELIVER BREAKTHROUGH 

FLASH® SERVICES AT SAME PRICE AS WINDOWS MEDIA STREAMING 
 

StreamGuys Eliminates the “Flash Premium” While Offering Internet Broadcasters Reliable and 
Scalable Live or On-Demand Flash Streaming and unique SHOUTcast-to-Flash Restreaming  

 
SAN JOSE, Calif., July 10, 2007 - Wowza Media Systems, an emerging streaming server 
software leader, announced today that StreamGuys Inc., a leading provider of professional 
streaming media services, is using Wowza Media Server™ Pro to launch a set of Flash streaming 
services without the “Flash premium”. According to the CDN 2006 - 2007: Market Size, Share, 
Metrics and Analytics, a report just published by AccuStream iMedia Research, “Flash streaming 
video contracts are typically priced up to 35% higher than standard bandwidth contracts, …” 
Wowza’s economical licensing model and low total cost of ownership eliminates this premium 
and opens the way for Internet broadcasters to attain the maximum audience for their content, 
reaching over 98% of all PCs.  
 
“Our broadcast customers have been asking us for Flash streaming services for a long time, but it 
was out of reach because of Adobe’s prohibitively expensive licensing” commented Kiriki 
Delany, CTO and founder of StreamGuys. “Now, thanks to Wowza Media Systems, we can 
deliver an innovative suite of Flash streaming services. This make dollars and sense not only for 
us but also for our customer’s bottom line.” StreamGuys is starting with two distinct services 
based on Wowza Media Server Pro: the SG Flash Suite service which is engineered for large 
24/7 Internet broadcasters, and the SG Flash Channel service, which provides economical 
options for users with lower volume needs. 
 
In addition, StreamGuys is using two unique functions of the Wowza Media Server Pro—
SHOUTcast-to-Flash restreaming and scalable multi-server live streaming—to further leverage 
their global infrastructure. “One of the killer applications of Wowza Pro is the ability to restream 
SHOUTcast streams in Flash. This increases compatibility between browsers and players and 
allows for the MP3 to penetrate a larger audience,” says Delany. “Compatible standards for 
streaming are extremely important for our broadcasters. With Wowza Pro we can re-stream that 
content to Flash without changing anything on the broadcasters’ end.” 
   
Delany also notes “We plan on taking advantage of Wowza Pro multi-server live streaming 
allowing cluster Flash streaming for high volume distribution. This allows us to offer infinitely 
scalable live streaming to support the growth of successful broadcasters.”  All editions of Wowza 
Media Server Pro offer this functionality as a standard feature. Any Wowza Media Server Pro 



can be configured in real time to act as a live stream repeater (origin) or edge server, giving 
customers maximum flexibility to economically scale live streaming to large audiences.  
 
“StreamGuys is just the kind of customer we had in mind when we architected Wowza Media 
Server Pro,” said David Stubenvoll, CEO and co-founder of Wowza Media Systems. “They’re 
really pushing the envelope on streaming services, and we designed our server with unique 
features that enable people like them to economically create highly differentiated services and 
realize new revenue streams.” 

About StreamGuys, Inc. 
In business since 2000, StreamGuys, Inc. offers a variety of streaming media solutions and tools 
enabling superior quality delivery and monetization of digital media. Through devout dedication 
to improving the customer experience, StreamGuys has enjoyed continued success across all 
sectors of Internet broadcasting. Headquartered in Northern California, they currently serve a 
base of over 500 clients worldwide, including such companies as Cisco, CIA, NBC Universal, 
Pfizer, New Balance and broadcasters such as WNYC, KQED and Chicago Public Radio. Visit 
www.streamguys.com for more information on their products and services. 

About Wowza Media Systems 
Wowza Media Systems, a software company located in San Jose, CA, is a developer of 
interactive streaming media server software. Its flagship product, Wowza Media Server Pro, 
features an innovative server architecture that delivers unmatched performance, functionality, 
and scalability at a total cost of ownership up to 80% less than the leading alternative, Adobe 
Flash Media Server. Wowza Media Server Pro enables customers to deliver interactive and 
entertaining Flash applications and content, including video on demand, live video distribution, 
video recording, and chat, and is finding application in a broad range of industries, including 
entertainment, social media, advertising, enterprise, education, government, and Internet 
commerce. Visit Wowza Media Systems at www.wowzamedia.com. 
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Wowza and related marks are trademarks of Wowza Media Systems. Adobe and Flash are 
registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated. All other trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. 
 
 


